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Abstract. Aiming at the characteristics of hilly and mountains region such as undulating terrain, 

small field, irregular, steep slopes and multi-bends, etc. and the problem against the mechanization 

of field operation, the paper designs a kind of small multifunction chassis hydraulic leveling device. 

The whole structure design of leveling device and the virtual design of key components have been 

achieved by virtual prototype technology. 

Introduction  

The mechanization of field operation is in unsmooth development due to the undulating terrain, 

small field, irregular, steep slopes and multi-bends and other characteristics [1-2] of hilly and 

mountains region, and the adjustment of walking posture for agricultural machinery in hilly and 

mountainous area still stays in the stage of hand control by basic operator with prodigious 

randomness, resulting in that the stability of walking posture control of agricultural machinery 

becomes the key factor [3-9] to influence the operating quality of agricultural machinery in hilly 

and mountainous area. A kind of hydraulic leveling device is designed to be installed on the small 

multifunction chassis, which is mainly adopted with double-layer support structure. When the 

tractor walks on different ramps, the walking posture of tractor is controlled in real time by the 

control panel to keep the level of body all the time; when the tractor works on undulating pavement, 

the mass center position changes a little (mass center position can be adjusted within a certain 

scope), which signally improves the stability and slope adaptability when the tractor walks. 

Overall Structure and Working Theory 

Overall Structure. The leveling device is composed of chassis, middle leveling plate, upper 

leveling plate, hydraulic cylinder and supporting column and the hydraulic oil valve switch is 

controlled by the operator to adjust the expansion and contraction of the hydraulic cylinder to 

achieve the chassis leveling function. The structure chart of leveling device design is shown in 

Fig.1. 
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Figure 1.  Finite Structure diagram of leveling device 

1. Head hydraulic cylinder. 2. Tail hydraulic cylinder. 3. Connecting pin. 4. Middle leveling 

plate. 5. Upper right hydraulic cylinder. 6. Fittings of leveling plate. 7. Upper left hydraulic cylinder. 

8. Rotation axis. 9. Main supporting column. 10. Sliding through-hole. 11. Upper leveling plate. 

Working Theory. When the tractor is in the horizontal slope, the hydraulic oil valve switch is 

controlled by the operator, so that the hydraulic rod of the head hydraulic cylinder (1) and the tail 

hydraulic cylinder (2) are respectively elongated or shortened, thus making the middle leveling 

plate (4) and upper leveling plate (11) rotate simultaneously relative to the crawler chassis, but the 

upper right hydraulic cylinder (5) and upper left hydraulic cylinder will not be rotated. Ultimately, 

the upper leveling plate (11) will be run parallel with the middle leveling plate (4), and both of all 

are rotated at an angle relative to the crawler chassis, at the moment, only the crawler chassis (15) is 

still parallel to the slope, and the upper leveling plate (11), that is, the vehicle body and the middle 

leveling plate (4) are parallel to the horizontal plane, achieving the leveling function when the body 

of tractor is in the lateral inclination. 

When the tractor is in the longitudinal slope, the upper leveling plate (11), the middle leveling 

plate (4) and the crawler chassis (15) are in a longitudinal inclined state. The hydraulic oil valve 

switch is controlled by the operator so that the hydraulic rod of the upper right hydraulic cylinder (5) 

and the upper left hydraulic cylinder (7) are respectively elongated or shortened, and the upper 

leveling plate (11) is rotated at a angle around the rotation axis (8) and the crawler chassis (15) and 

the middle leveling plate (4) are still in a tilted state, but the upper leveling plate (11), that is, the 

vehicle body, is parallel to the horizontal plane, thereby achieving the leveling function when the 

tractor body is in the longitudinal inclination.  

Similarly, when the tractor is tilted in multiple directions, the hydraulic oil valve switch is 

controlled by the operator to respectively control the head hydraulic cylinder (1), tail hydraulic 

cylinder (2), upper right hydraulic cylinder (5) and upper left hydraulic cylinder (7), so that the 

hydraulic rods of their are respectively elongated or shortened by a certain distance, thus making the 

upper leveling plate tilt in multiple directions, thereby achieving the leveling function when the 

body of tractor is tilted in multiple directions. 
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Design of Main Working Parts 

Design of main working parts of leveling device designed in this thesis is conducted via virtual 

three-dimension. A product design environment is provided by virtual design technology, and 

product design process is optimized, thus powerful support is provided for R&D of new products 

[10]. Design quality can be enhanced and design error as well as fabrication cost can be reduced via 

virtual design technology. Structural design is conducted on parts via UGNX software on basis of 

above structural scheme of leveling device as well as main technological parameters, aiming at 

functional requirements and features of all component parts [11]. 

Design of Double Layer Hydraulic Leveling Mechanism. To ensure the great leveling 

performance of leveling device, a kind of double-layer hydraulic leveling device with simple 

structure, small occupation space, flexible operation, reliability and other superior performance is 

designed, which is composed of the middle leveling mechanism and upper leveling mechanism, and 

the two leveling mechanisms are connected by a supporting column and two hydraulic cylinders.     

Design of Middle Leveling Mechanism. The middle leveling mechanism is composed of head 

hydraulic cylinder, tail hydraulic cylinder and middle leveling plate, as shown in Figure 2. The head 

hydraulic cylinder and tail hydraulic cylinder are respectively connected with the four sliding 

through-holes on the middle leveling plate by closing bearing pin; the closing bearing pin can be 

slid and rotated in the sliding through-hole; the coordination between closing bearing pin and 

closing sleeve clearance at the top of hydraulic rod is that the closing bearing pin can be moved 

together with hydraulic rod; the cylinder bodies of head and tail hydraulic cylinder are fixed on the 

crawler chassis. 

 

Figure 2.  Finite Middle leveling mechanism 

1. Head hydraulic cylinder. 2. Tail hydraulic cylinder. 3. Connecting pin. 4. Middle leveling plate. 

5. Upper right hydraulic cylinder. 6. Fittings of leveling plate. 7. Upper left hydraulic cylinder. 8. 

Rotation axis. 9. Main supporting column. 10. Sliding through-hole. 11. Upper leveling plate. 

As shown in Fig. 2, there are four supporting columns fixed around the middle leveling plate, 

which are respectively placed on the long side of the leveling plate symmetrically, and the distance 

between same side supporting columns is the half of length of long side of leveling plate. There are 

four strip sliding through-holes respectively on the four supporting columns, and the length of 

through-hole is slightly greater than the distance between head hydraulic cylinder and tail hydraulic 

cylinder, and the width of through-hole is slightly greater than the diameter of closing bearing pin to 

ensure that the closing bearing pin both can be rotated in the sliding through-hole and can be 

horizontally moved relative to the sliding through-hole. The middle leveling plate is connected with 

the cylinder of upper right hydraulic cylinder and upper left hydraulic cylinder, and simultaneously 

fixed with main supporting column. 
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Design of Upper Leveling Mechanism. The upper leveling mechanism is composed of upper 

right hydraulic cylinder, upper left hydraulic cylinder, main supporting column and upper leveling 

plate. The main supporting column is connected with the bearing of rotation axis of upper leveling 

plate through rotation axis, so that the upper leveling plate can be rotated relative to main 

supporting column. The gusset plate is installed on the upper leveling plate to improve its strength. 

The axle sleeve of upper right and upper left hydraulic cylinder is connected with the lower end 

connecting axle base of fittings of leveling plate, and the upper end connecting axle sleeve of 

fittings of leveling plate is connected with the fixed connecting axle of upper leveling plate. 

 

Figure 3.  Finite Upward view for structural design of upper leveling plate 

11. Upper leveling plate. 12. Fixed connecting axle. 13. Gusset plate. 14. Bearing of rotation axis 

Structural Design of Flat Plate Connector. The leveling plate connecting member is composed 

of the upper connecting sleeve and the lower connecting shaft base. The center line of the upper 

sleeve is perpendicular to the centerline of the center axis of the lower shaft and the lower end of 

the shaft is connected to the sleeve on the hydraulic rod so that the leveling plate is rotated relative 

to the sleeve on the hydraulic rod. And the upper connecting sleeve is connected with the fixed 

connecting shaft on the upper leveling plate so that the leveling plate connecting member can slide 

relative to the upper leveling plate. 

  

Figure 4.  Finite Structural design for fittings of leveling plate 

15. Upper end connecting axle sleeve 16. Lower end connecting axle base 

The Advantages of Leveling Devices. 

The main connection parts of the design mostly use the pin roll as connection, so leveling 

equipment is very stable before and after the leveling. Compared with the traditional leveling device, 

in the process of moving the machine vibration is smaller; leveling device uses double flat plate 

structure, the upper level adjusting plate and the middle level flat plate work independently, so that 
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this equipment can achieve one-way leveling, but also ensure multi-angle leveling at the same time 

under the premise of the stability of the body. The leveling device using hydraulic cylinder as a 

support and leveling the original, so that leveling device can withstand a larger load, and leveling 

process is gentle, with small impact. 

Summary 

The paper studies a kind of hydraulic automatic leveling device, with simple and novelty whole 

structure, small occupation space, light quality and few consumption, and the intelligent leveling 

function can be effectively achieved by the mechanism within the allowable scope of load, aimed at 

the small tractor chassis mechanism. This set of device has been successfully applied for national 

utility model patents, and the design is comparatively suitable to combine with small tractor in hilly 

area, so that it is stable in walking, with strong passing ability, to achieve the walking on the ramp 

in different angles to ensure that the tractor safely and stability completes the agricultural operation, 

which promotes the development of agricultural machinery. 
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